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A B S T R A C T
Suppression of aversive memories through memory control has historically been proposed as a central
psychological defense mechanism. Inability to suppress memories is considered a central psychological trait
in several psychiatric disorders, including Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD). Yet, few studies have attempted
the focused identiﬁcation of dysfunctional brain activation proﬁles when patients with Generalized Anxiety
Disorders attempt memory control. Using a well-characterized behavioral paradigm we studied brain activation
proﬁles in a group of adult GAD patients and well-matched healthy controls (HC). Participants learned word-
association pairs before imaging. During fMRI when presented with one word of the pair, they were instructed to
either suppress memory of, or retrieve the paired word. Subsequent behavioral testing indicated both GAD and
HC were able to engage in the task, but attempts at memory control (suppression or retrieval) during fMRI
revealed vastly diﬀerent activation proﬁles. GAD were characterized by substantive hypo-activation signatures
during both types of memory control, with eﬀects particularly strong during suppression in brain regions
including the dorsal anterior cingulate and the ventral prefrontal cortex. Attempts at memory control in GAD fail
to engage brain regions to the same extent HC, providing a putative neuronal signature for a well-established
psychological characteristic of the illness.
1. Introduction
Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) represents a severe mental
problem with a global lifetime prevalence of 2–3% (Comer et al., 2011;
Lieb et al., 2005). The condition is characterized by long-term
pathological worry and anxiety associated with daily activities and
events (Kessler, 2000). These anxieties eventually impair interpersonal
and occupational functioning (Nutt et al., 2002) leading to substantial
cognitive impairments in the long term (Tempesta et al., 2013). These
behavioral phenotypes have inevitably been associated with neuro-
morphometric alterations in brain structures including the frontal,
cingulate and temporal cortices and limbic regions including the
amygdala (Schienle et al., 2011; Shang et al., 2014; Strawn et al.,
2015, 2013). Ongoing is the critical search for functional brain proﬁles
that might underpin crucial elements of the GAD phenotype. In
particular, it is highly plausible that the GAD phenotype is associated
with impairments in cognitive proﬁles that are useful in mitigating
stress/anxiety (Bishop et al., 2004).
Memory control by means of memory suppression or retrieval is
emerging as an important cognitive proﬁle, impairments in which can
mediate the emergence of anxiety and stress related disorders (Depue
et al., 2007; Marzi et al., 2014). The successful consolidation of
associated memories depends on the interplay between frontal mechan-
isms associated with both the prefrontal cortex and/or the dorsal
anterior cingulate (Woodcock et al., 2015), and retrieval cues for long
term memory are thought to originate in the prefrontal cortex (Simons
and Spiers, 2003). Therefore, it has been suggested that mechanisms of
memory suppression might act by frontal-driven depression of the
strength of episodic memory traces that originate in the medial
temporal lobe. These traces are inextricably linked with memorial
systems for processing fear (Poldrack and Packard, 2003), and trait
anxiety may increase the inﬂuence of stimulus-driven processes, there-
by inhibiting fundamental mechanisms of memory control and suppres-
sion (Ansari and Derakshan, 2011). The psychological defensive
mechanism or “motivated forgetting” was enshrined in the very origins
of modern psychiatry: Freud proposed that the suppression of unwanted
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memories (by pushing them into the unconscious) was a signiﬁcant
psychological defense mechanism (Freud, 1896), that when impaired
can lead to conditions such as hysteria. Because memory suppression is
a potentially important mechanism in alleviating stress and anxiety,
impaired memory suppression may well underpin trait anxiety. The
alteration of this process may impair mechanisms of repression,
whereby an individual voluntary avoids thinking or retrieving un-
wanted feelings/experiences while facing stressful events.
Notably, the fMRI correlates of memory suppression in GAD have
not been previously explored though established paradigms that have
been established in healthy controls can readily be coopted for such
discovery (Anderson and Green, 2001; Anderson et al., 2004). Our
results suggest that neurobiological proﬁles underlying these psycho-
logical processes are signiﬁcantly impaired in GAD, a potentially
important addition to emerging research linking memory control and
extinction, trait anxiety and neurobiological function (Milad et al.,
2014).
1.1. Volitional suppression of associated memories
“Think – No Think” paradigms have been extensively utilized for the
study of the volitional suppression (and retrieval) of memories, both of
which are considered important aspects of memory control. These tasks
experimentally control the learning of associations between stimulus
pairs (cue and response) that are typically weakly associated (Anderson
et al., 2004; Depue et al., 2007; Paz-Alonso et al., 2013). Following
learning (and assessment of learned proﬁciency), cues (from the
stimulus pair) are presented to the participants who are instructed to
either covertly suppress memory for the associated response item, or
retrieve the response item associated with cue. These diﬀerent aspects of
memory control induce relatively distinct activation proﬁles in the
brain: In studies in healthy control participants, suppression strongly
induces activation in frontal regions, including the dorso-lateral
prefrontal cortex, medial frontal regions including the cingulate gyrus,
and inferior frontal regions. These regions are unsurprisingly associated
with aspects of attention and cognitive control (Carter et al., 1999;
Paus, 2001; Woodcock et al., 2015), and it is natural for them to be
coopted in the service of memory control. Normative engagement of
these regions is a hallmark of successful suppression (Anderson et al.,
2016), and notably, impairment in these regions have been suggested
based on neuro-morphometric and functional studies in anxiety dis-
orders (Etkin, 2010). When contrasting retrieval with suppression,
healthy participants evince activation proﬁles in sets of regions that
also extend into the medial temporal lobe. More generally, the spatial
loci of activation when not using relative contrasts (i.e., suppression>
retrieval or retrieval> suppression) are likely to be more extensive, as
suggested by electrophysiological studies (Depue et al., 2013). More
pertinent, for the purposes of our motivations, such tasks successfully
modulate fMRI responses under varying conditions of memory control,
and the degree of these modulations reﬂect the functional ﬁdelity of the
underlying neural systems. Therefore, in GAD, such paradigms are ideal
for exploring possibly dysfunction proﬁles in the important domain of
memory control.
In the present study we emulated an established “think – no think”
task (Anderson and Green, 2001; Anderson et al., 2004) to compare and
contrast brain activation proﬁles in GAD (vs. healthy controls). Under
the hypothesis that GAD would be characterized by an inability to
invoke processes of memory control (suppression and retrieval), our
reasonable prediction was that the GAD group would show hypo-
engagement of frontal regions of the brain that have been typically
associated with these task elements. Moreover, because suppression
mechanisms more closely mimic a participant's ability to inhibit
memories, and because impairments in suppression are more likely to
be anxiety provoking, we hypothesized that suppression (more than
retrieval) would amplify diﬀerences in brain activation proﬁles in GAD.
2. Methods
2.1. Procedure and participants
The study was approved by the biomedical Ethics Committee of the
Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria (AOU) of Udine, and all participants
provided signed informed consent. Ten patients with Generalized
Anxiety Disorder (GAD), as diagnosed with the SCID-I (Structured
Clinical Interview for Axis I DSM-IV) (First et al., 1997), were recruited
from the outpatient Psychiatric Clinic of the University Hospital of
Udine. Diagnoses were conﬁrmed by clinical consensus of two staﬀ
psychiatrists. Seven patients were medicated with antidepressants at
the time of MRI (three were on venlafaxine, one on amitriptyline, and
three on serotonin-speciﬁc reuptake inhibitor, SSRIs: sertraline, citalo-
pram and escitalopram). Five patients were taking benzodiazepines (as
needed basis) whereas two patients were medication free. Patients with
comorbid Axis-I disorders, including current major depressive episodes,
current alcohol or substance abuse, history of traumatic head injury
with loss of consciousness, neurological or medical illnesses were
excluded.
An unaﬀected control group, consisting of 10 individuals, free of
DSM-IV axis I disorders (First et al., 1997), alcohol or substance abuse,
head trauma or neurological or major medical illness was recruited
from the local community.
The Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS 24-item version, Lukoﬀ
et al., 1986), the Hamilton Rating Scale for Anxiety (HARS, Hamilton,
1959) and the Global Assessment Functioning (GAF, American Psy-
chiatric Association - Task Force on DSM-IV, 2000) scale were
administered to all participants. All relevant socio-demographic and
clinical characteristics of the subjects are shown in Table 1.
2.2. Memory suppression and retrieval test
fMRI was conducted while participants took part in a “think/no-
think” paradigm developed to study the cognitive control of memory
(Sala et al., 2009). The task designed to alternatively explore fMRI
correlates of the remembering and suppression of learned word pairs, is
constructed in four phases, conducted both within and outside the fMRI
Table 1
The table presents the demographic and clinical characteristics of the GAD and HC
participants from the fMRI study.
Patients with
GAD n=10
Healthy
controls n=10
Statistics P
Age, years (SD) 41.65 (12.47) 44.10 (15.33) t2,18=0.39 0.70
Gender, n χ 21=0.22 0.64
Females 6 7
Males 4 3
Ethnicity, n χ 21=0 1
Caucasian 9 9
Others 1 1
Age of onset, years
(SD)
31.22 (16.66)
Handedness, n χ 21 = 0.06 0.94
Right-handers 9 9
Non-right handers 1 1
AD treatment, n 8
Dose, equivalent of
imipramine, mg
(SD)
89.46
(63.56)
Duration of
treatment, years
(SD)
1.17 (1.07)
GAF 68.70 (10.75) 91.50 (3.37) t2,18=6.40 <0.001
BPRS total score (SD) 49.40 (13.55) 26 (1.80) t2,17=5.12 <0.001
BPRS anxiety and
depression (SD)
17.78 (3.46) 7.62 (1.85) t2,15=7.40 <0.001
HARS 17.60 (11.08) 4.11 (3.25) t2,17=3.51 0.003
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environment.
In the ﬁrst phase subjects were presented with 36 pairs of weakly
associated word pairs (stimulus – response): a stimulus word (e.g.,
"squirrel") and the response word (e.g., "nut"). In the second recall
phase, participants were presented with the 36 stimulus probes, from
the ﬁrst phase, and were required to recall the previously associated word
(probes were repeated until recall performance reached 50%). The goal
of the ﬁrst two phases was to establish the acquisition of the paired-
associates.
The third phase was yoked to our interest in brain processes
associated with the Suppression or Retrieval of response words (that in
Phase 1 were associated with the presented probe). Therefore, the third
phase of the study was performed during fMRI. Twenty-four probes
from the ﬁrst phase were randomly assigned to Suppression or Retrieval
trials. On suppression trials (probe presented in red letters), participants
were instructed to actively suppress memory for the associated word;
during retrieval trials (probe presented in green letters), participants
were instructed to actively recall the associated word. Probes were
presented for 4 s (8 repetitions over the course of fMRI) in randomized
order, resulting in 192 trials over the course of the experiment.
In the fourth phase, recall was conducted outside fMRI during which
36 probes were presented, with participants instructed to recall the
associated word. The goal of the fourth phase was to assess the
subsequent overt eﬀects of recall and suppression (Phase 3).
Following all testing, questionnaires were employed to assess
participants’ self-perception of their performance and ability to sup-
press recall (0: Poor – 10: Good, rating scale).
2.3. MRI acquisition: scanning procedure and experimental design
Anatomical and fMRI images were collected on a 1.5 T MRI scanner
(Siemens Avanto, Erlangen, Germany) using a 12 channel matrix head
coil and a custom-built head restrainer to minimize head movements.
A3D T1-weighted MP-RAGE magnetization-prepared gradient echo
(TR: 2300 ms, TI: 1100 ms, TE: 3.93 ms, Flip Angle: 12°, Slices: 160,
Thickness: 1 mm, FOV: 448 × 512, voxel size: 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm) was
also acquired. The task was distributed over four successive fMRI runs
each collected using a T2*-weighted EPI echo-planar imaging sequence
(TR: 2000 ms, TE: 60 ms, Flip Angle: 90°, Volumes: 202, Slices: 20,
Voxel Size: 3.6 mm x 3.6 mm, Thickness: 5 mm, FOV: 320 × 320,
Acquisition Matrix: 64 × 64). Stimuli were presented using a VisuaStim
Goggles system (Resonance Technology). The task was powered by
Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems Inc., USA).
2.4. Image and statistical analysis, fMRI analysis
fMRI preprocessing was performed using MATLAB (The Mathworks,
Inc., Natick, MA) and SPM8 (Statistical Parametric Mapping software,
SPM; Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, U.K.
www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) using typical methods. As conditions were
distributed across multiple runs, the fMRI acquisitions were concate-
nated into a single sequence for integrated processing. 3D head-motion
correction was then performed by means of a two-pass procedure: All
volumes were ﬁrst spatially realigned to the ﬁrst volume, and then
registered to the mean image, resliced and slice-time corrected. The
anatomical image was co-registered to the mean functional image, and
then segmented and normalized to the T1 image template. These
anatomic data warps were subsequently applied to the functional
images. Normalized functional images (Voxel Size: 3 mm3) were
spatially smoothed with a 6-mm Full-Width Half-Maximum (FWHM)
isotropic Gaussian kernel. The two event-types of interest, Suppression
and Retrieval were modeling separately convolving with the canonical
Hemodynamic Response Function (HRF) with time and dispersion
derivatives added.
Because data were concatenated across four successive acquisitions,
low frequency drifts within each fMRI acquisition would have to be
appropriately accounted for. To implement this, we employed four
separate Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) regressors to model low-
frequency drifts during each of the fMRI acquisitions. This modiﬁed
high-pass ﬁlter preserved task-related frequency components within
each acquisition, and linear trend removal was subsequently employed.
Finally, the three translation and three rotation movement parameters
obtained from the initial spatially realignment were included as
regressors of no interest.
Each participant (GAD and HC) contributed ﬁrst level regressors
representing each of the processes of suppression and retrieval. These
were submitted to a second level random eﬀects analysis of covariance
with Group (GAD vs. HC) and Condition (Suppression vs. Retrieval) as
factors of interest. Condition was modeled as non-independent factor,
and subject age and gender were added as covariates to the overall
model. The model design allowed us to ﬂexibly identify main eﬀects,
interactions and group diﬀerences (GAD ≠ HC) nested within each
Condition.
Across all analyses, signiﬁcant clusters were identiﬁed in the entire
cortical-cerebellar space deﬁned by whole brain grey matter and
cerebellum masks (Maldjian et al., 2003) and appropriately thresholded
based on established criteria (Ward, 2000). Signiﬁcance was based on
104 Monte Carlo simulations of the data to identiﬁed minimum cluster
extents (p<0.05, cluster-level) by estimating the minimum cluster
extent in order for activated clusters to be rejected as false positive
(noise-only) clusters. The Monte Carlo alpha probability simulation
computes the probability of a random ﬁeld of noise (after accounting
for spatial correlations of voxels based on the image smoothness across
the space estimated directly from the data set). The resultant cluster
size reﬂects a minimum cluster extent, after the noise is thresholded at a
given level. The underlying assumption is that true regions of activation
will occur over contiguous voxels whereas noise has much less of a
tendency to form clusters of activated voxels. Anatomical localization of
the signiﬁcance peaks was derived using a combination of probabilistic
and deterministic stereotactic maps (Eickhoﬀ et al., 2005; Maldjian
et al., 2003).
3. Results
3.1. Behavioral eﬀects
Behavioral responses were analyzed in SPSS (v. 21.0, SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA). Responses were analyzed for: a) Phase 2 wherein
subjects’ abilities to remember associations from Phase 1 were tested
and b) Phase 4 (i.e., post fMRI) wherein behavioral responses were
expected to reﬂect the eﬀects of retrieval or suppression manipulations
instituted in Phase 3 such that recall of suppressed pairs would be
diminished relative to retrieve pairs. All analyses were modeled using a
general linear model (GLM) repeated-measures analysis with Student's
t-tests used for post-hoc comparisons.
3.1.1. Behavioral responses during Phase 2 were assessed for diﬀerences
between groups (HC ≠ GAD)
Notably, both groups performed comparably in Phase 2 (F=0.046,
p>0.8) indicating no performance deﬁcits in GAD going into the fMRI
phase (Phase 3). Because during the fMRI phase, word pairs had been
randomly assigned to the Retrieve or Suppress conditions, we retro-
spectively analyzed data in Phase 2 to assess whether GAD might have
been disadvantaged on words assigned to one condition or another.
These analyses again were negative, evincing no eﬀects of Condition
(F=0.141, p>0.7) or interactions with Group (F= 0.77, p>0.3). The
analyses of responses from Phase 2 indicate that both groups were
equally primed for performance in Phase 3 (the fMRI phase).
3.1.2. Behavioral responses during Phase 4
As noted, the goal of assessing responses to words in Phase 4 was to
investigate whether there were signiﬁcant eﬀects of instruction in Phase
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3 (Retrieve vs. Suppress vs. Baseline) on the subsequent recall of words
in Phase 4. A repeated measures analysis of variance was instructive. Of
principle interest was a main eﬀect of condition, F=7.503, p<0.01,
with a large eﬀect size (partial η2 =. 29), with no other signiﬁcant
eﬀects, either for group or for the interaction (Fs<1). The main eﬀect
was driven by diﬀerences between Baseline and Retrieve Instructions
(t=3.12, p<0.005), though Baseline and Suppress Instructions were
statistically comparable (t=1.68, p>0.1). This result suggests that the
Retrieve instruction in Phase 3 raised subsequent performance in Phase
4 above baseline.
Evidence that GAD performed similarly to HC (though we observed
main eﬀects of condition) implies that potential diﬀerences in fMRI
data could be attributed to the processes of Suppression and Retrieval,
and not confounded by fundamental diﬀerences in task compliance
between clinical and control groups (Carter et al., 2008; Soloﬀ et al.,
2015). The cumulative behavioral eﬀects for each of Phase 2 and Phase
4 are depicted in Fig. 1.
3.2. fMRI eﬀects
The presentation of fMRI results is successively organized as
follows:
a) We ﬁrst depict group diﬀerences (GAD≠ HC), subsumed under
each memory condition (Fig. 2). These analyses show the two tails of
the group eﬀects associated with each memory task and were central to
the aims of this investigation. b) Within these group diﬀerences, we
then present speciﬁc eﬀects associated with memory suppression more
than with retrieval (Fig. 3). These analyses reﬂect an ancillary aim of
our investigation. c) Finally, we complete our presentation of results by
presenting the two tails of the main eﬀect associated with Memory
condition (collapsed across group), and note that these eﬀects are
broadly consistent with previously published studies using similar
paradigms (Anderson et al., 2016; Balderston et al., 2017).
3.2.1. Suppression [GAD≠ HC]; Retrieval [GAD≠ HC]
Fig. 2 depicts diﬀerences in fMRI responses between the groups
within each of the Suppression (Fig. 2a) and Retrieval (Fig. 2b)
conditions. The eﬀects are rendered on a cross-sectional mosaic of
axial views. Relevant statistical information is presented in Tables 2 and
3.
As seen in the ﬁgure (and presented in the tables), two eﬀects are
evident. Regardless of Condition (Suppression and Retrieval), GAD
participants are characterized by signiﬁcantly reduced fMRI responses in
a broad set of clusters across the cortical-cerebellar network. The
Fig. 1. The behavioral data (memory recall performance) are depicted for each of (a) Phase 2 and (b) Phase 4 (see Results for statistical information) of the paradigm. (a) In Phase 2,
overall recall performance across all thirty-six paired-associates was not diﬀerent between HC and GAD (left panel), suggesting that both groups entered the later stages of the memory
task at similar criteria. Phase 2 data were also binned based on the assignments in Phase 3 to “Suppress” or “Retrieve” conditions. As seen (right panel), performance across groups and
conditions remained comparable. These results suggest that condition-related performance diﬀerences were not at play during Suppress or Retrieve conditions of the study. (b) In Phase 4,
an overall main eﬀect of condition revealed superior recall of paired-associates used in Phase 3 relative to Baseline pairs (that were not employed in Phase 3). Error bars are± sem.
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labeled peaks in Fig. 2 represent GAD hypo-engagement in multiple
regions including the superior, middle and inferior frontal gyrii, the
anterior cingulate cortex, the basal ganglia, the thalamus, the insula,
the superior temporal gyrus, the medial temporal lobe (including the
hippocampus and amygdala) and the cerebellum. Notably several of
these regions in particular, the frontal lobe, the anterior cingulate, and
the cerebellum are particularly associated with mechanisms of both
memory suppression, control over memory processes, and retrieval
(Anderson et al., 2016; Balderston et al., 2017; Vytal et al., 2016).
3.2.2. Suppression speciﬁc hypo-engagement in GAD
As is notable in Fig. 2, GAD participants were characterized by more
Suppression- than Retrieval-related hypo-activation (Fig. 2a vs. Fig. 2b).
Indeed, these eﬀects (consistent with our tentative hypotheses) sug-
gested that GAD confers susceptibility for processes of memory control
associated with regions including the dorsal anterior cingulate, the
ventral prefrontal cortex and the cerebellum (Anderson et al., 2016;
Bakshi et al., 2011; Barredo et al., 2015; Diwadkar et al., 2015; Kuper
et al., 2016). Because our hypotheses were speciﬁcally associated with
the spatial substrate, identifying suppression-speciﬁc loci was opera-
tionalized as follows. A binarized version of the cluster level corrected
map representing Retrieval related diﬀerences between GAD and HC
(Fig. 2b) was subtracted from a complementary map for Suppression
(Fig. 2a). This operation allowed us to identify supra-threshold voxels
Fig. 2. Group diﬀerences under the (a) Suppression and (b) Retrieval conditions are depicted in axial mosaics (see Tables 2 and 3 for statistical information). Regardless of Condition
(Suppression and Retrieval), GAD participants are characterized by signiﬁcantly reduced fMRI responses in a broad set of clusters across the cortical-cerebellar network. The peaks appear
in regions including the superior, middle and inferior frontal gyrii, the anterior cingulate cortex, the basal ganglia, the thalamus, the insula, the superior temporal gyrus, the medial
temporal lobe (including the hippocampus and amygdala) and the cerebellum. Notably several of these regions in particular, the frontal lobe, the anterior cingulate, and the cerebellum
are particularly associated with mechanisms of both memory suppression, control over memory processes, and retrieval. When juxtaposed against comparable behavioral performance,
the results suggest that Generalized Anxiety Disorder appears to reduce the brain's ﬁdelity for engaging in key aspects of memory processing and control.
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identiﬁed with Suppression but not Retrieval related eﬀects. This
operation identiﬁed three principal contiguous clusters highlighted in
each of the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, the ventro-medial pre-
frontal cortex and the cerebellum, and these eﬀects are depicted in
Fig. 3. The adjoining graphs (of the relevant β values) emphasize the
extent of the observed eﬀects in GAD in Suppression but not retrieval.
These eﬀects reinforce the idea that memory control processes that are
a hallmark of suppression may be particularly disrupted by GAD, leading
to condition-speciﬁc hypo-engagement in critical brain regions.
3.2.3. Memory condition related eﬀects
We also documented both tails of the main eﬀects of memory
condition (collapsed across group). Fig. 4 shows that relative to
Retrieval, Suppression result in greater engagement of frontal regions
including the dorsal prefrontal cortex, the mid cingulate cortex,
premotor cortex and supplementary motor area.
By comparison, Retrieval resulted in greater engagement of an
extensive network of cortico-cerebellar regions, including rostral cin-
gulate cortex, the hippocampus, the posterior cingulate cortex, the
insula and the cerebellum (Fig. 5).
4. Discussion
We provide (to our knowledge) the ﬁrst demonstration that
attempts at memory control induce dysfunctional brain activation
proﬁles in patients with GAD. Our principal results were these:
1) When asked to suppress or retrieve memories, GAD (relative to HC)
evinced hypo-activation in a large network of brain regions (Fig. 2);
2) These hypo-activation proﬁles appeared more pronounced during
suppression than retrieval, particularly true for the dorsal anterior
cingulate, the ventral prefrontal cortex and the cerebellum (Fig. 3).
3) Across groups, the relative activation patterns associated with
suppression (Fig. 4) and retrieval (Fig. 5) broadly conformed to
eﬀects from previous studies, suggesting that the task and its
conduct were consistent with expected eﬀects.
4) Behavioral results (see Results section) established two main results:
The ﬁrst was that GAD performed similarly to controls across the
assessed stages of the experiment. This equivalence suggests that in
the context of the administered task, GAD participants were
successful at memory control and that fMRI eﬀects were not
confounded by the inability of the clinical group to perform the
task. Second, in the ﬁnal phase of the experiment, participants were
less able to recall suppressed words than retrieve words, evidence
(as with point 3 above) that the experiment was successful in
inducing memory control.
In the remainder of the paper we discuss the import of these events
from the perspective of brain mechanisms in GAD and also discuss the
clinical relevance of the observed results.
4.1. Memory suppression: currently understood brain mechanisms and
relevance for current results
Because appetitive emotional memories are a boon, but unwanted
memories can be a curse, memory suppression is increasingly seen as a
signiﬁcant coping strategy in maintaining the stability of mental health,
eﬀective at least in the short run (Geraerts et al., 2006). For example,
because psychotherapy enhances the ability of the prefrontal cortex to
exert and maintain cognitive control and engage in the suppression of
unwanted memories, memory suppression is now considered a viable
neurobiological mechanism of action (Messina et al., 2016). This is
relevant because unwanted memories appear to induce aberrant hyper-
activation in the brain's salience network, thereby interfering with
mechanisms of cognitive processing (Smith et al., 2016). The “failure to
forget” as a result of impaired mechanisms of memory suppression is
Fig. 3. Three principal clusters are highlighted in each of the (a) dorsal anterior cingulate
cortex, (b) the ventro-medial prefrontal cortex and (c) the cerebellum wherein hypo-
activation in GAD participants was speciﬁc to the Suppression condition. The relative
extents of these eﬀects are depicted in the β values plotted in the adjoining graphs. As
seen, under these critical clusters in the three regions depicted, the groups are
distinguished under suppression (bars of note indicated by the bracket) but not retrieval.
Error bars in the graphs are± sem.
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Table 2
The table provides statistical and location information for fMRI results presented in Fig. 2a. The cluster peaks below represent loci showing reduced engagement in GAD (relative to HC)
within the Suppression condition. The numbers in parentheses correspond to each of the peaks in the Figure.
Lobes Labels Hemi MNI T Cluster
Size
x y z Voxels
Sub-lobar Caudate (7) L −12 17 10 5.25 1556
Temporal Superior Temporal Gyrus (2) L −42 5 −20 4.42
Sub-lobar Caudate (7) R 15 20 13 4.23
Limbic Amygdala (3) L −27 −7 −17 3.51
Sub-lobar Thalamus (13) R 0.18 −19 16 2.81
Sub-lobar Hippocampus (6) R 21 −34 4 2.71
Sub-lobar Insula (12) L −39 −13 10 2.69
Frontal Rolandic Operculum (8) R 60 5 7 2.62
Frontal Middle Frontal Gyrus L −30 47 −2 5.03 108
Frontal Inferior Frontal Gyrus (5) L −39 50 4 3.17
Limbic Anterior Cingulate L −15 41 −2 2.66
Temporal Middle Temporal Gyrus (4) L −66 −43 1 4.29 136
Temporal Superior Temporal Gyrus (11) L −57 −37 13 2.89
Temporal Superior Temporal Gyrus L −57 −28 10 2.60
Cerebellum Anterior Culmen (1) R 3 −43 −26 3.79 812
Cerebellum Anterior Culmen (1) L −39 −46 −32 3.55
Cerebellum Anterior Culmen R 3 −70 −14 3.24
Limbic Anterior Cingulate (9) R 9 41 −2 3.24 169
Limbic Anterior Cingulate (9) L −9 29 13 3.17
Frontal Medial Frontal Gyrus R 6 38 34 3.09
Frontal Superior Frontal Gyrus (14) R 27 53 1 3.20 108
Frontal Middle Frontal Gyrus (10) R 36 50 16 3.15
Frontal Inferior Frontal Gyrus (5) R 45 50 4 2.57
Temporal Middle Temporal Gyrus L −54 −64 13 3.10 93
Temporal Superior Temporal Gyrus L −42 −55 19 2.64
Temporal Middle Temporal Gyrus L −45 −64 22 2.33
Parietal Precuneus R 6 −67 49 2.83 147
Parietal Precuneus R 18 −58 52 2.52
Table 3
The table provides statistical and location information for fMRI results presented in Fig. 2b. The cluster peaks below represent loci showing reduced engagement in GAD (relative to HC)
within the Retrieval condition. The numbers in parentheses correspond to the peaks in the Figure.
Lobes Labels Hemi MNI T Cluster
Size
x Y z Voxel
Sub-lobar Caudate (7) L −12 17 10 5.28 1253
Temporal Superior Temporal Gyrus (2) L −42 5 −20 4.39
Sub-lobar Caudate (7) R 15 20 13 4.30
Limbic Amygdala (3) L −27 −7 −17 3.55
Sub-lobar Thalamus (13) R 18 −19 16 2.77
Sub-lobar Hippocampus (6) R 21 −34 4 2.60
Frontal Rolandic Operculum (8) R 60 5 7 2.47
Frontal Middle Frontal Gyrus L −30 47 −2 4.84 113
Frontal Inferior Frontal Gyrus (5) L −39 50 4 3.24
Frontal Middle Frontal Gyrus (10) L −39 53 13 2.74
Temporal Middle Temporal Gyrus (4) L −66 −43 1 4.07 107
Temporal Middle Temporal Gyrus L −57 −46 1 2.95
Temporal Middle Temporal Gyrus L −66 −34 1 2.83
Cerebellum Anterior Culmen (1) R 3 −43 −26 3.67 611
Cerebellum Anterior Culmen (1) L −39 −46 −32 3.25
Cerebellum Anterior Culmen L −6 −43 −29 3.09
Frontal Superior Frontal Gyrus (14) R 27 53 1 3.13 96
Frontal Middle Frontal Gyrus (10) R 36 50 16 2.98
Frontal Inferior Frontal Gyrus (5) R 45 50 1 2.66
Temporal Middle Temporal Gyrus L −51 −64 13 2.97 98
Temporal Superior Temporal Gyrus L −42 −55 19 2.80
Temporal Middle Temporal Gyrus L −45 −64 22 2.57
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increasingly seen as a dominant psycho-biological model of stress
disorders such as PTSD (Brewin, 2011; Catarino et al., 2015) that are
themselves associated with the phenotype of anxiety. In general, trait
anxiety is associated with poorer performance in think/no-think
paradigms (Dieler et al., 2014) evidence that the distribution of this
trait in the general population is associated with general impairment in
memory suppression. Conversely, the failure or inability to forget fear-
associated memories is inherently anxiety provoking (Maren and
Holmes, 2016), and this failure in a fundamental cognitive process
may link up with components in many of the leading psycho-social
models of anxiety, including emotion dysregulation, ineﬀective coping
and avoidance (Behar et al., 2009).
The role of frontal structures including the prefrontal cortex and the
anterior cingulate, emphasize the generalized role that these structures
play in “control”. Whereas cognitive control has often been strictly
associated with the suppression of pre-potent responses in the face of
response conﬂict, emerging studies suggest that the brain network
signatures of the prefrontal cortex and the anterior cingulate are more
extensive. These signatures are observed not only during response
conﬂict, but also during working and episodic memory, and of course
memory suppression (Anderson et al., 2016; Bakshi et al., 2011;
Woodcock et al., 2015). Just as memory traces originating in the
prefrontal cortex mediate the recall of episodic memory (Simons and
Spiers, 2003), the frontal lobe and its associated structures may
conversely function to suppress episodic memories. Thus, the cingulo-
frontal eﬀects in our study can be assessed from the perspective of
general control mechanisms that are applied to memory.
In our study, inducing memory suppression resulted in hypo-
engagement of multiple loci within cingulo-frontal regions (Fig. 2a
and Table 2) in GAD. These eﬀects generalized to regions of the basal
ganglia, that play a supportive role in episodic memory formation
(Sadeh et al., 2011; Wadehra et al., 2013), and that are collectively at
the core of the executive network for control and attention (Carter
et al., 1999; Diwadkar et al., 2011b). fMRI related activation is
subjected to extensive modulation by psychological processes
(Logothetis, 2008), and reduced modulation of regional brain activity
is frequently interpreted as a pathological failure of adequate engage-
ment (Callicott et al., 2000; Diwadkar et al., 2011a). Thus, the relative
reductions in these regions in GAD can tentatively be interpreted as
evidence of a failure of the engagement of core control related regions
in the context of induced attempts at memory control. Notably, these
eﬀects generalized across a swath of heteromodal regions (see Table 2),
each of which is characterized by highly variegated functions. It is
plausible that the generalized patterns of hypo-activations in GAD
reﬂect a) directional eﬀects of either or each of the prefrontal cortex
and the anterior cingulate on their functional targets in the task-evoked
network (Park and Friston, 2013) such that reduced engagement of
principal control regions reduces functional connectivity down the
entire network (Mochcovitch et al., 2014), or b) a generalized reduction
in activation proﬁles in GAD irrespective of task condition. The highly
uni-directional nature of the eﬀects (Fig. 2) make it attractive to assert
that it is the latter process; however, we are in the process of
Fig. 4. The ﬁgure shows areas of increased activation during Suppression relative to Retrieval (collapsing across groups). Clusters of signiﬁcance are projected onto lateral and medial
cortical surfaces. Relative to Retrieval, Suppression resulted in greater engagement of frontal regions including the dorsal prefrontal cortex, the mid cingulate cortex, premotor cortex and
supplementary motor area.
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disambiguating these questions using directional connectivity analyses,
primarily with psycho-physiological interactions implemented in Sta-
tistical Parametric Mapping (Friston et al., 1997; Silverstein et al.,
2016).
As noted previously, mechanisms of memory suppression in parti-
cular are strongly associated with normative behavioral health proﬁles.
In the current results, it is notable that the relative eﬀects of hypo-
activation in GAD during suppression (compared to retrieval) were
most pronounced in two sub-regions within the dACC and the medial
prefrontal cortex (Fig. 2). Each of these anatomical structures have been
strongly associated with cognitive (as previously noted) and emotional
regulation and control (Etkin et al., 2011; Morawetz et al., 2016;
Phillips et al., 2003; Soloﬀ et al., 2015), and are hypothesized to exert
strong “top-down” modulatory control on regions associated with
salience and aﬀective monitoring. Moreover, dysfunction in these
regions is implicated in multiple and independent fMRI studies of
GAD using distinct paradigms (Hilbert et al., 2014). The relative
exaggeration of hypo-functionality in these regions in GAD support
two speculations: a) Memory suppression is highly evocative of the dACC
(Anderson et al., 2016), and that the structure is particularly vulnerable
for this process in GAD. These speculations highlight the structure's
general importance in mechanisms of control across multiple behavior-
al domains (Asemi et al., 2015; Bakshi et al., 2011; Botvinick et al.,
2004; Paus, 2001); b) Despite employing non-aﬀective stimuli (words)
that are distinct from valenced visual stimuli that are often employed in
such paradigms (Detre et al., 2013; Marx et al., 2008), GAD were
characterized by hypo-activation in the ventro-medial prefrontal cor-
tex. Whereas the loci of hypo-activation is slightly rostral to areas like
the sub-genual prefrontal cortex that have been associated with
depression (Barbour et al., 2012; Mayberg, 2009), the relative speciﬁ-
city of the pattern suggests a latent emotional deﬁcit that is evoked by
induced memory suppression in GAD. The eﬀects in the cerebellum are
to our knowledge atypical for this paradigm; the cerebellum is
associated with mechanisms of working memory (Stoodley and
Schmahmann, 2009), but not memory suppression, and evidence
implicating the structure in GAD is sporadic, and primarily based on
the analyses of resting state functional connectivity (Etkin et al., 2009).
These eﬀects will rely on further investigation.
Fig. 5. The ﬁgure shows areas of increased activation during Retrieval, relative to Suppression (collapsing across group). As seen, the network of regions activated is extensive and
includes regions such as the rostral cingulate cortex, the hippocampus, the posterior cingulate cortex, the insula and the cerebellum. The eﬀects are projected to lateral and medial cortical
surfaces, and lateral, medial and dorsal cerebellar surfaces.
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5. Limitations and conclusions
This study explored Freud's concept of the psychological defensive
mechanism of memory repression in a more contemporary exploratory
framework. As such because of the experimental nature of our eﬀects,
and the absence of psychological data (other than performance data),
we are ill positioned to strongly interpret the observed patterns of hypo-
activation in GAD as revealing vulnerability in memory repression
itself. Moreover, as with some other recent published fMRI studies in
GAD (Moon et al., 2016), we were working with a sample size that
while modest, nevertheless fulﬁlls the requirements for random eﬀects
analyses (Friston et al., 1999). These limitations hamper our ability to
conclusively unpack and characterized medication related or other
eﬀects that might be nested within our eﬀects. Furthermore, as we were
speciﬁcally focused on Suppression and Retrieval related mechanisms,
the study did not include an independent active control condition that
was not yoked to the memorial processes. Regardless of these concerns,
the study reﬂects a speciﬁc approach to clinical neuroscience that has
been robustly advocated for: Well-focused behavioral tasks can be used
to prime clinical domains of interest, and used as valuable modulators
of brain responses. In recovering and modeling these brain responses, it
is possible to probe putative mechanisms of brain dysfunction in
neuropsychiatric illness (Insel et al., 2010; Silverstein et al., 2016).
Neuropsychiatric conditions such as GAD are likely to result from
fundamentally disordered styles of brain network function that both
result from, and contribute to the core elements of the phenotype. A key
goal for neuroimaging is their discovery.
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